SC HOLL NURSES
BRIDGE HEA LTH AND EDUCATION

NASN Stands with School Nurses so School Nurses can Stand for Student Success

nasn.org
PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

- **School Nurse Conferences**: Offered annually in-person and online. $100 discount on registration.
- **Live Web and Enduring Programs**: $800 value for 40+ nursing continuing professional development programs ($20/contact hour)

NO-COST EYECARE & EYEWEAR

$450 approximated value for services covered
- Eye exam cost: Up to $194
- Prescription glasses estimated at $250

**VSP Vision™ Eyes of Hope® gift certificate program** provides certificates for a no-cost eye exam and, if prescribed, new glasses for students and families who qualify.

*NOTE: The values above are the averages that VSP Vision Care uses during open enrollment and aren’t adjusted specifically for students and family members whose averages may trend a little lower.*

PROFESSIONAL REFERENCES

- Research and Clinical Journal subscriptions
- Online community for peer-to-peer knowledge sharing
- Quarterly Connection e-newsletter
- School Nursing Books and Manuals

ENROLLMENT PROCEDURE

- **Need a quote?**
  The NASN membership application serves as NASN’s official quote. Locate applications here [nasn.org/membership](http://nasn.org/membership)
- **Want to pay with a purchase order?**
  NASN accepts purchase orders. They can be sent to NASN with a membership application form for each school nurse. Submit to [membership@nasn.org](mailto:membership@nasn.org)
- **Does NASN offer group memberships?**
  NASN does not have a group membership. Memberships can be purchased on behalf of an individual. Schools can pay for one or multiple memberships at once by sending a membership application for each school nurse to NASN. Submit to [membership@nasn.org](mailto:membership@nasn.org)

**My district is requiring 2 days of PD over the summer... I am so grateful for the programs NASN offers!”**

~ Kim Herbst

"Thank you so much for the opportunity, especially to be a part of the Eyes of Hope program...”

~ Valerie Paulus

HEALTHY CHILDREN LEARN BETTER

School nurses protect and promote student health, facilitate optimal development, and advance academic success.

**NASN’s vision** is that all students are healthy, safe and ready to learn.

**NASN’s mission** is to optimize student health and learning by advancing the practice of school nursing.

**NASN**

1100 Wayne Ave, Suite #925
Silver Spring, MD 20910
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